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Brides need a chic and practical planner. Expert advice from in-demand wedding planner Alison

Hotchkiss combines to-do lists, sample floor plans, downloadable templates, and gorgeous design

by Hello!Lucky, in this essential tool for organizing a picture-perfect wedding.
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I was given this as a gift when I got engaged this winter. I almost returned it because I'm pretty

particular about how I stay organized but I ended up keeping it because I lost the receipt. Turns out

it's a pretty handy book and I ended up using a lot of the advice and tools inside. I especially liked

the tips on how to organize your ceremony, seating, etc. It's a no BS approach without all the

annoying frills and sugary wording of some of the other wedding books out there. I'm not a "typical"

bride in that I'm not obsessed with wedding planning or pinning every wedding idea I come across

but this was a happy medium for me. Great info, easy to add in your own info and documents, and

well designed which I appreciate. I'd recommend this to anyone wanting one step up from just a

regular binder to hold your wedding info but doesn't want to go full bridezilla...

I honestly hate seeing everyone else's reviews complain about space .. here's what I did .. buy a

three hole punch and make copies! I probably browsed for an hour in the wedding section at Barnes

& Noble until I chose this one. I found this to be the most straightforward and organized. I love this

book! I'm planning a small budget wedding and this is perfect for any size! If you're also complaining

that there's no slots for business cards .. go buy business cards holders in binder format and there



you have it! This book is great!

I was about to be given the task of wedding planner for a wedding - cue - do the research so you

don't have to reinvent to wheel. This book lays out everything you can even imagine that you'd have

to think about for a wedding and includes items that never even crossed my mind such as finding

out if the vendors you want are actually allowed to work in the venue you choose, how to write

contracts for the various services you may need/want and food allergies/preferences of guests. It

also gives a timetable of when to do what - like when to send those save the date notices, when to

reserve the venue, etc., all extremely helpful. It includes worksheets, seating plans, charts and time

lines. Instead of me being the wedding planner, I simply gave this book to the lucky couple who

decided they could do most everything themselves anyway. Needless to say, they loved the book.

The hysteria factor went down about 100%.

I initially picked this planner because yellow and gray are our wedding colors. It's jam packed will all

of the info that I need as I plan my wedding. I love the section on questions to ask your vendors. I

actually asked my venue a question that they've never heard of! This planner definitely gives me a

boots of confidence while I plan for my big day.

I absolutely love this planner! It helped take out some of the stress of planning a wedding. It is full of

different tips, lists, to-do lists, timelines, etc. I love how it already has pre-made tabs in it for different

things that you will need to print out information out about. Weddings are so stressful but this

planner helped insure that no detail was left unfinished. Highly recommend!

I have purchased and used others, I've done my research and this is by far my fave planner out

there! Now, I actually started planning my wedding a couple of years ago, had a totally different

planner. Unfortunately, our lil one started having some medical problems and we had to cancel our

wedding. Going through that difficult time while trying to cancel a wedding was stressful but made

me realize how important a planner/organizer could be. Now that my lil one is all good & healthy it's

time to celebrate our family by throwing a shindig of a wedding! So after my first go-through 2 years

ago I knew what I needed, wanted and could do without. After looking and looking I found Alison's

"All the Essentials Wedding Planner: The Ultimate Tool for Organizing Your Big Day" and it's exactly

what I need and want. Everything is brilliantly organized and sorted by pre-printed tabs, all the

advice and resources are worth their weight in gold and it's simply and stylishly designed. The only



two things I'd love to see added are pockets for miscellaneous items and a flat 3 hole punch for

adding documents. Other than that it's perfect :)

Great (modern) advice; useful to read through.I like the neutral colors, I just wish it had sleeves for

business cards and pockets for loose scraps of paper, fabric, etc.

I bought this for my Daughter and she loves it. It has been a great help to her with picking the venue

and as the time for the wedding counts down it will be an incredible tool for her and her helpers.
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